VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT AND
SOFTWARE SECURITY TESTING FOR OEMS
Known Vulnerabilities
In the crowded security landscape filled with myriad of offerings,
it is easy to lose sight of effective measures that actually make a
difference in protecting digital assets. New vulnerabilities within
networks, web applications and databases emerge every day,
caused by software defects and misconfigurations, opening the
door to internal or external threats. The majority of organizations
fail to take the path of least resistance and address the obvious:
to find and fix known vulnerabilities that provide the basis for the
absolute majority of attacks. Finding vulnerabilities relies not
only on the accuracy of internal and external scan audits, both
in on-premises and cloud environments- but also on providing
accurate, visible, prioritized and actionable data. Beyond
Security, a leading vendor in the areas of vulnerability
assessment and software security testing has the right answer
by providing solutions that address vulnerabilities before they
are exploited by nefarious actors.
Conquering skyrocketing cost of operations by reducing
administrative overhead, automating repeatable processes is a
business imperative for today’s organizations. AVDS is the only
automated vulnerability assessment solution in the market
capable of offering cost-effective, one-click solution.
Compliance requirements embedded in existing and emerging
regulations require empirical evidence proving adherence to
stringent data and systems integrity rules. Whether it is PCI
conformity, HIPPA compliance or other regulatory requirements,
Beyond Security has the right tool to remedy the situation.
Unknown Vulnerabilities
beSTORM intelligently attempts every possible combination of
unexpected input to uncover new and unknown vulnerabilities in
software, files and hardware. By automatically testing billions of
attack combinations, beSTORM ensures the security of
products before they are released or deployed, potentially
saving companies millions in costs associated with fixing
security holes after products are shipped. beSTORM can detect
application anomalies and expose all attack paths virtually
without user intervention.
Contact us
Reach us via Email: OEM@beyondsecurity.com or via phone:
http://www.beyondsecurity.com/contact.html

Key Advantages
Build advanced proactive
turnkey solutions with zero
false positives using the
technology by the pioneering
vulnerability assessment
company
Take the guesswork out of
asset protection by
Comprehensive and proactive
protection against
cyberthreats with simplified
management from the cloud
or on-premises.
Offer continuous vulnerability
assessment, pen testing and
web app scanning in anysized organization
Augment vulnerability
assessment by
comprehensive security
testing software inclusive of
any protocol.
Tap into Beyond Security’s
vast knowledge of providing
unparalleled solutions to
thousands of enterprises,
ISVs, IHVs, governments and
xSPs.
Partner with the company
dedicated to the OEM
business that is synergistic
with your practices.
OEM white-labeling and cobranding with attractive ROI
backed by world-class R&D
and support organization
Lower costs of goods sold,
scale your operations and
achieve faster time to revenue
by integrating a readymade
solution

